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V = ku X G

Where:

V = rate of glucose uptake (set by infusion)

ku = uptake constant, 1/ku = “impedance”

G = plasma glucose concentration

WE WILL RETURN TO THIS MODEL





Dr. Reaven’s
ideas led to 
many years of 
research into 
the molecular 
mechanisms 
of insulin 
resistance in 
skeletal 
muscle



“Abnormalities” have been identified in nearly all 
aspects of insulin action in skeletal muscle, forcing 
consideration of common mechanisms. In this 
context, many researchers have focused on the 
role of functional mitochondrial content in insulin 
sensitivity.



Aerobic 
capacity and 
insulin 
sensitivity are 
intimately 
related.



What proportion of adults engage in physical activity 
lasting at least 15 minutes? Data from over 1000 Latino 
patients in El Banco por Salud.



Is there evidence that muscle bioenergetics and 
thermodynamics are a primary regulator of insulin 
sensitivity? What would be the mechanism, and 
what did Jerry Reaven contribute to this idea?

Keep this equation from Reaven in mind:
V = ku X G



What about mitochondrial content in 
skeletal muscle in insulin resistance?

• Does mitochondrial abundance alter fuel selection 
and metabolic flexibility, an important aspect of 
insulin resistance?

• Does mitochondrial abundance alter the 
thermodynamic state of muscle?



Can mitochondrial content influence fuel 
selection? A study in sedentary people.

Barakati et al., in press, Metabolic Syndrome and Related Disorders 
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Mitochondrial content predicts fuel selection 
in mildly exercising muscle
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Aerobic Capacity Predicts Insulin Sensitivity

Barakati et al., in press, Metabolic Syndrome and Related Disorders 



Thermodynamics: What is meant by 
“thermodynamics” in muscle?
• In this case, we refer to the free energy of hydrolysis of ATP, or the 

Gibbs free energy, DGATP.

• Although many people think of ATP as having a single high energy 
value for driving reactions, that is not the case in skeletal muscle or 
other tissues that have creatine kinase, a reaction linking ATP, ADP, 
and Pi via creatine and phosphocreatine. The force with which ATP 
can drive a reaction varies physiologically.

• DGATP = RT X ln([ATP][Pi]/[ADP]),
• R = gas constant
• T = temp in Kelvin
• Units are kcal/mole or kJoules/mole



How can we estimate mitochondrial content and 

thermodynamics (DGATP) in vivo? 31P-MRS studies



Effect of exercise on energy phosphates – these 
concentrations are used to calculate DGATP
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Calibrated MRS must be used to determine 
energy phosphate concentrations individually.



Estimation of mitochondrial content by 31P-MRS

 = Rmito X  [Total Creatine]

Rmito = resistance of mitochondria to energy 

flow

1/Rmito = conductance to energy flow, which 

is proportional to mitochondrial functional 

content.

So  is inversely proportional to 

mitochondrial content, modulated by the 

total creatine capacitor.



Recovery of phosphocreatine after exercise can be 
used to measure functional mitochondrial content 
in vivo.



Tau is a linear function of creatine and 
mitochondrial content



Validation of the Model



Can we use thermodynamic principles to 
assess insulin action?



Glucose uptake in muscle

• Two reactions:

• Gluout Gluin

• Gluin + ATP G6P + ADP

• How do we calculate DG (the driving force) for these 
reactions?



Calculation of free energy (driving force) of 
reactions

•DGglut = RT X ln([Gin]/[Gout])

•DGHK = RT X ln([ADP][G6P]/[ATP][Gin])

• Knowing Jss (rate of reaction), DG, and []’s, we can 
calculate conductance (and hence resistance) using a 
version of Ohm’s law.



Ohm’s Law applied to glucose metabolism

• Ohm’s Law –
• Current (flux rate) = Voltage (pressure or change in free energy)/Resistance

• Conductance (C) = 1/Resistance

• Conductance = flux rate (current)/voltage (change in free energy)

• So, you can think of conductance as the ease with which a reaction 
takes place, calculated as:

• Conductance = Jss/DG

• Using rates (Jss) and concentrations from DeFronzo’s triple tracer 
studies, the conductance of the glucose transport and hexokinase 
steps of glucose uptake can be calculated.



Triple Tracer Model

• Arterial injection of:
• D-[12C]mannitol (not transportable by GLUTs)

• 3-O-[14C]methyl-D-glucose (transportable but not metabolizable)

• D-[3-3H]glucose (transportable and metabolizable by hexokinase)

• Following decay of these tracers using a compartmental model allows 
estimation of rates of glucose transport, glucose phosphorylation, 
interstitial [Gout] and intracellular [Gin]

• [G6P] estimated by MRS (Shulman) and others

• [ADP] and [ATP] from our data, assuming insulin does not affect []’s



Conductance at the glucose transport and 
hexokinase reactions
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Remember Jerry Reaven’s mathematical 
formulation for glucose uptake?

V = ku X G, where:

V = rate of glucose uptake (set by infusion)

1/ku = “impedance”

G = plasma glucose concentration

He had it almost right but did not take into account the 

principal that thermodynamics and kinetics are two sides 

of the same coin, so he did not consider the driving force 

for glucose transport or phosphorylation. In fairness he 

was ahead of his time.



Accounting for thermodynamics is critical for 
understanding metabolism in skeletal muscle since 
thermodynamic considerations govern reactions 
where DGATP provides the driving force.

Can altered thermodynamics due to lower 
mitochondrial content affect insulin action? In 
other words, can we explain insulin resistance from 
first principles, independent of molecular 
mechanism?



Insulin raises energy expenditure in skeletal 
muscle – results of leg balance studies
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The increase in energy expenditure due to insulin 
is equivalent to mild exercise

Basal Insulin

Watts/kg 

muscle

Watts per 

whole body

Watts/kg 

muscle

Watts per 

whole body

Lean 

euglycemia

0.60 16.8 0.88 24.5

Lean 

Hyperglycemia

0.61 16.9 0.69 19.2

Obese 

euglycemia

0.44 12.3 0.78 21.8

Obese 

hyperglycemia

0.89 24.9 1.17 32.8

Type 2 diabetes 

hyperglycemia

0.73 20.3 0.57 15.9



The rate of a 
reaction is a 
nearly linear 
function of the 
thermodynamic 
driving force 
(DGATP)



The energy expenditure required for insulin action 
results in a lower DGATP. Thus, reactions requiring ATP 
will proceed more slowly. This can be explained by 
lower mitochondrial content.
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Almost all 
reactions 
related to 
insulin action 
require 
energy and 
their rates 
therefore 
depend on 
DGATP.



So, Jerry had it almost right with respect to 
glucose uptake and was, as usual, prescient.

Jerry’s model for 

glucose uptake:

V = ku X [Glucose]

Where V = rate of 

glucose uptake, ku = 

an uptake constant, 

and 1/ku is 

“impedance”

From Ohm’s Law,

Conductance = Jss/DG, so

Jss = C X DG

Where Jss = rate of steady state glucose 

uptake, C = conductance, and DG = 

change in free energy due to glucose 

transport and phosphorylation 

(hexokinase) and insulin resistance to 

glucose uptake (R) = 1/C.



And finally, lower free energy of ATP in insulin 
resistant muscle can explain slower rates of any 
reaction induced by insulin that uses ATP.

The simplest explanation for insulin resistance is 
lower mitochondrial functional content due to low 
physical activity. The lower mitochondrial content 
leads directly to lower free energy of ATP.



Thank you!


